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Your family has moved to a new town

Write a letter to your friend and tell him

neighbourhood.

Use the pictures and notes below to write the

Wh

Section A : Guided Writing

[30 marks]

Your family has moved to a new town and you like the neighbourhood very much

to your friend and tell him or her about the activities carried out in

below to write the letter.

much.

the activities carried out in your new
en writing your letter,

 you may use the words or

 elaborate on your writing t

 you may add other relevan

 make sure it is not less th

you may use the words or

on your writing t

you may add other relevan

not less th
beautify environment – plant trees and

flowers – monthly
recycle – reduce waste – earn extra cash
cycle or walk – shops and parks – prevent

air pollution
phrases provided

o make it more interesting

t information

an 120 words
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phrases provided

o make it more interesting

t information

an 120 words



Section B : Literature Component

[15 marks]

1. Read the poem below and answer the questions that follow.

(a) What did the persona f

(b) What lessons have you

I am old and w

and have lost

sufferings

and the histor

have forced s

that know no n

or life

from the whee

I, body and en

see and cann

these times ar

for the remnan

the net of dec

disturbs me.

In the name o

Wake up and

Be brave

And erect a w

Stand up heirs

I have no mor

It is you now w

i

A Fighter’s Lines

orn

all my strength

y of the fight for independence

acrifices

ame

lchair of the rest of my days

ergy crushed

ot do much

e too big a challenge

ts of my crippled years

eit spread everywhere

f justice

form ranks sons of our ancestor

all of people

of our freedom

e voice

ho should speak!

Marzuki Al
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ight for? [1 mark]

learnt from the poem? State two. [2 marks]
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2. The following are the novels studied in the literature component in English Language.

The Railway Children - Edith Nesbit

Around the World in 80 Days - Jules Verne

How I Met Myself - David A. Hill

Based on one of the novels above, write on a moral value you have learnt.

Support your answer with the evidence from the text.

Your response should be:

 not less than 50 words
 in continuous writing (not in note form)

[12 marks]
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Section C : Summary

[10 marks]

It is sad to know that obesity among teenagers is a rising problem in our world. Many

students from primary and secondary schools are suffering from this disease. This is an

important topic which needs our attention.

Many hard works need to be done before we can completely curb this problem. Parents

should educate their children about balanced diet since their children are still young. Health

Ministry should ban unhealthy foods and drinks from school canteens. This is a positive move

by the ministry but more importantly enforcement needs to be done by health officers to ensure

that this order is followed accordingly by all school canteen operators. School authorities should

also play an important role in solving this problem. Health campaigns need to be carried out few

times a year by school authorities to raise the awareness of students about healthy lifestyle and

balanced diet.

Media, regardless of print media or electronic media, can also play a part to solve obesity

problems among teenagers. Advertisements about healthy lifestyle and balanced diet should be

published in all media. Local newspapers should publish advertisements which encourage

everyone to practise a healthy lifestyle.

All teenagers should be responsible for their bodies. They should always control their food

consumption and reduce the intake of unhealthy foods in order to maintain a healthy body.

Teenagers also need an adequate amount of exercise to prevent obesity.

In short, everyone has to work hand in hand in order to solve obesity among teenagers as

soon as possible so that we will have a healthy new generation.

Source: Internet (adapted)

Write a summary on ways to curb obesity among teenagers.

Your summary must:

 not be more than 60 words including the 10 words given below

 be in continuous writing ( not in note form)

 be written in ONE paragraph

Use your own words as far as possible without changing the original meaning.

Begin your summary as follows:

Obesity among teenagers is a rising problem where we should….


